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ABSTRACT
A gold nanodisk array, coated with bistable, redox-controllable [2]rotaxane molecules, when exposed to chemical oxidants and reductants,
undergoes switching of its plasmonic properties reversibly. By contrast, (i) bare gold nanodisks and (ii) disks coated with a redox-active, but
mechanically inert, control compound do not display surface-plasmon-based switching. Along with calculations based on time-dependent
density functional theory, these experimental observations suggest that the nanoscale movements within surface-bound “molecular machines”
can be used as the active components in plasmonic devices.

Surface-plasmon-based nanophotonics,1,2 or “plasmonics”,
can potentially guide and manipulate light at subwavelength
scales and thereby allow the development of nanophotonic
integrated circuits.3-6 Although major breakthroughs have
been made in plasmonic waveguides,7-11 couplers,12,13 and
lenses,14-16 a limited amount of research has been conducted
on active plasmonic components, such as switches and
modulators.17-34 Recently, active plasmonic systems using
metal nanoparticle/molecule complexes have been demonstrated and shown to have considerable promise as a new
class of ultrasmall plasmonic components.35-37 In these
plasmonic systems, the molecules shift the localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of the metal nanostructures by
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changing the interactions between surface plasmon resonances and molecular resonances.38-43 To date, the LSPR
shifts in most of these systems are irreversible, one-way
processes.38-43 To realize the potential of molecular-level
active plasmonics, a reversible shift of LSPRs needs to be
demonstrated.35 Herein, we take advantage of the reversible,
controllable mechanical motions in molecular machines, such
as switchable bistable rotaxanes, and demonstrate a molecular-level plasmonic switch that can be reversibly controlled
by molecular machines.
When stimulated by light, electricity, or chemical reagents,44 bistable rotaxanes45-58 experience relative internal
motions of their components, resembling superficially the
operation of macroscopic machines.44 The molecular formula
and color-coded graphical representations of a disulfidetethered bistable [2]rotaxane 24+ and its dumbbell precursor
1 are shown in Scheme 1. The bistable rotaxane 24+ is
composed of a tetracationic cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene)
(CBPQT4+) ring, and a dumbbell-shaped component encompassing two recognition sites for the CBPQT4+ ringsnamely
tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP)
units. The ground-state coconformation of 24+ has its TTF
unit encircled by the positively charged CBPQT4+ ring. Upon
oxidation of the TTF unit, it becomes dicationic (TTF2+)

Scheme 1. Molecular Formulas and Graphical Representations of Dumbbell 1 and Bistable [2]Rotaxane 24+a

a
The disulfide functional groups appended to 1 and 24+ were used to immobilize the molecules onto the Au nanodisk surfaces as chemically bound
monolayers. Details on the synthesis of the bistable [2]rotaxanes and the dumbbells have been reported elsewhere.58

and repels the tetracationic ring electrostatically, thereby
causing the ring’s movement to the DNP unit. Subsequently,
reduction of the TTF2+ dication back to its neutral (TTF)
form causes the bistable rotaxane to return, from its
metastable state coconformation to its initial starting state.
With prior knowledge of the controllable, reversible
mechanical motions exercised precisely and cooperatively
in nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS)50-56 and molecular electronics devices (MEDs)57 at the molecular level by
bistable rotaxanes, we anticipated their potential use in
plasmonic switches. The electronic structure, and thus
refractive index, of the bistable rotaxane are both strongly
dependent on the underlying molecular structure. On the basis
of the UV-vis-NIR extinction spectra (Figure 1a) of 24+

in its ground state and oxidized switched (26+) states in
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), we used the Kramers-Kronig
relation38 to determine the change in the refractive index (∆n)
of the bistable rotaxane in the two states (24+ and 26+)
∆n(ω′) )
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π

∫

∞

0
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dω
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where c is the speed of light, ω is the angular frequency (ω
) 2πc/λ, where λ is the wavelength of light), and ∆R is the
change in extinction coefficient between the two states of
the bistable rotaxane (Figure 1a). Our calculations indicated
a wavelength-dependent refractive index difference (Figure
1b) between the two states of 24+/26+. Recently, it has been
shown that the LSPR properties of metal nanoparticles

Figure 1. Extinction spectra and refractive-index change of 24+ in solution: (a) The extinction spectra of 24+ in DMF (0.05 mM) before
(green line) and after (red line) oxidation by 2 equiv of Fe(ClO4)3. (b) The oxidation-induced refractive-index change (dashed green line)
of 24+ was derived from the differential extinction spectrum (solid green line) by using the Kramers-Kronig relation.
B
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change when resonant molecules are adsorbed to them.38-40
The resulting LSPR shift is strongly dependent on the spectral
overlap between the electronic resonance of the adsorbates
and the plasmon resonance of the nanoparticles.38 Consequently, one should be able to control actively the LSPR of
the 24+-derivatized metal nanostructures by switching the
position of the tetracationic ring and thus the electronic
resonance of 24+/26+. In line with this thinking, we have
tuned the LSPR of Au nanodisks reversibly by controlling
the redox states of the bistable rotaxane that were immobilized on the nanodisks’ surfaces.
Ordered Au nanodisk arrays were fabricated on glass
substrates using nanosphere lithography combined with
reactive ion etching (see Supporting Information, Method
S1 and Figure S1a). The nanodisks have a mean diameter
of 140 ( 14 nm, a height of 20 ( 2 nm, and an array period
of 320 ( 32 nm. The initial LSPR of the nanodisk arrays
was controlled by varying the disks’ diameters and heights.
A monolayer of 24+ on the nanodisks was formed by
incubating the nanodisks in a solution (0.1 mM in MeCN)
of 2·4PF6 for 2 days. The CBPQT4+ ring encircles the TTF
unit predominantly in the starting state of 24+ on the Au
nanodisk surface (Figure 2a). Upon oxidation of the TTF
unit, the electrostatic repulsion of the CPBQT4+ ring and
the stabilizing interactions afforded by the DNP unit provide a “push-pull” mechanism for the movement of the
CPBQT4+ ring within the dumbbell component of 26+. The
switching behavior of 24+ in a monolayer on a Au surface
has been demonstrated previously.58
The influence of 24+/26+ on the plasmonic properties of
Au nanodisks was investigated by monitoring the LSPR peak

position with optical extinction spectroscopy. An HR4000
UV-vis-NIR spectrometer from Ocean Optics Inc. was
used to record the extinction spectra of the nanodisks in air
before and after the attachment of 24+ on the surfaces (see
Supporting Information, Method S2 and Figure S2). After
24+ was self-assembled on the nanodisk surfaces by incubating the substrates in MeCN solution (0.1 mM 2·4PF6) for 2
days, the LSPR peak wavelength red-shifted from 644.2 (
0.2 to 690.4 ( 0.2 nmsthis observation correlates with the
increase in the surroundings’ refractive index. The extinction
spectra for the 24+-derivatized Au nanodisks in an oxidation/
reduction cycle are shown in Figure 2b. The oxidant
Fe(ClO4)3 in MeCN and reductant ascorbic acid in water have
been successfully used in previous devices in which rotaxanes were self-assembled onto gold surfaces.53 Oxidation of
24+ caused the LSPR peak to red shift from 690.4 ( 0.2 to
699.9 ( 0.2 nm, while reduction caused the peak to blue
shift back to its initial position (Figure 2b). Slight deviations
in the shapes of the spectra arose. These differences are
believed to result from the switching of the bistable rotaxane
molecules during the redox cycle. The reversible peak shift
could be reproduced on repeated oxidation and reduction
cycles.
The Kramers-Kronig analysis (Figure 1b) suggests that
at 820 nm the refractive index change in 24+ before and after
redox switching is close to zero. To test this hypothesis, we
conducted similar experiments on 24+-derivatized Au nanodisks with an initial peak wavelength tuned to 818.9 ( 0.2
nm. Tuning of the initial peak to the specific wavelength of
818.9 ( 0.2 nm was realized by real-time chemical etching

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of working principle of the molecular-machine-based active plasmonics. (b) Extinction spectra recorded from
24+-derivatized Au nanodisks in air with an initial peak wavelength of 690.4 ( 0.2 nm during the redox process. (c) Extinction spectra
recorded from 24+-derivatized Au nanodisks with an initial peak wavelength of 818.9 ( 0.2 nm during the redox process. Insets in (b) and
(c) are expanded views around the peak maxima in the spectra.
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Figure 3. (a) Extinction spectra recorded from 1-attached Au nanodisks in air during the redox process. A very small peak shift was
observed during the redox process. (b) Extinction spectra recorded from bare Au nanodisks. No obvious peak shift was observed during the
redox process. Insets in (a) and (b) are expanded views around the peak maxima in the spectra.

of the Au nanodisks. These nanodisks exhibited no shift of
LSPR peak position during the redox cycle (Figure 2c). The
redox-induced changes in peak positions in panels b and c
of Figure 2 were consistent with the Kramers-Kronig
analysis (Figure 1b), which reveals that the change of
refractive index at a wavelength of 818.9 nm is close to zero,
while a maximum increase in refractive index occurs around
690.4 nm.
In order to establish the unique correlation between the
ring movement in 24+ and the shift in the LSPR peak
position, two additional control experiments were carried out.
In the first one, the redox-active but mechanically inert
dumbbell 1sinstead of bistable rotaxane 24+swas adsorbed
onto the Au nanodisks. The dumbbell 1 was self-assembled
on the Au nanodisk surfaces by incubating nanodisks in
CH2Cl2 solution (0.1 mM 1) for 2 days. Upon oxidation,
the 1-attached nanodisks exhibited (Figure 3a) a LSPR peak
shift of less than 2 nm, much smaller than the shift (Figure
2b) for 24+-derivatized nanodisks. In the second control
experiment, bare Au nanodisks were employed and no peak
shift was observed (Figure 3b) during the redox process.
These results are consistent with the LSPR peak shift
observed in 24+-derivatized Au nanodisk during the redox
cycle correlating to the ring movement within the bistable
rotaxane. They are also consistent with the switching
mechanism proposed for similar bistable rotaxanes in other
condensed phases associated with NEMS50-56 and MEDs.57
Furthermore, we evaluated the refractive index of 24+ on
Au nanodisks before and after oxidation (26+). First of all,
we calibrated the sensitivity of the LSPR to the changes in
the surroundings’ refractive index by recording the extinction
spectra of the Au nanodisks when exposed to different
environmental media of known refractive indices: air (n )
1), water (n ) 1.33), acetone (n ) 1.36), and optical oil (n
) 1.63). The evolution of LSPR peak positions as a function
of the surroundings’ refractive index is shown in Figure 4
(indicated by empty circles), and linear fitting of the empty
circles gives the sensitivity of the Au nanodisks as 145.9
nm/RIU (RIU: refractive index unit). On the basis of the
calibrated sensitivity and the peak positions (Figure 2b) of
24+-derivatized Au nanodisks, the effective refractive index
of 24+ around the wavelength of 690 nm was evaluated to
be 1.31 ( 0.01 and 1.37 ( 0.01 before and after oxidation
D

(Figure 4, indicated by triangles), respectively. The difference
(0.06 ( 0.01) in the refractive index of bistable rotaxanes
in the two states is larger than the value calculated using
the Kramers-Kronig relation (Figure 1b). The discrepancy
can be attributed to two factors. First, the measured extinction
(Figure 1a) of 24+ was obtained in DMF solution, while the
estimate of refractive index (Figure 4) was based on a
monolayer of 24+ on the Au nanodisk surface recorded in
air. Consequently, changes in solvation, counterions, orientation, and the coconformation of 24+, as well as the surfaceplasmon-enhanced absorption in 24+,35 would be expected.
Second, the absorption spectra are available for only a limited
wavelength rangesfrom 200 to 1100 nm (see Figure
1a)swhile an ideal calculation based on the Kramers-Kronig
relation requires an integral with wavelengths from zero to
infinity.38

Figure 4. Experimental evaluation of the refractive index of the
bistable [2]rotaxanes on Au nanodisks before and after oxidation.
The empty circles are LSPR peak wavelengths for Au nanodisks
exposed to environmental media with known refractive indices: air
(n ) 1), water (n ) 1.33), acetone (n ) 1.36), and optical oil (n )
1.63). The solid line is the fitted calibration curve, from which a
sensitivity of 145.9 nm/RIU (RIU: refractive index unit) was
obtained for the Au nanodisks. On the basis of the calibrated
sensitivity and the LSPR peak wavelengths from Figure 2b, the
effective refractive index of the bistable [2]rotaxanes in air was
estimated to be 1.31 ( 0.01 and 1.37 ( 0.01 before and after
oxidation, respectively.
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To investigate the microscopic origin of the refractive
index difference between the two states of the bistable
rotaxane, we calculated the polarizability of 24+ using
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). We
aimed to understand the difference in the polarizability
between the two states (ground state and oxidized state)
of the bistable [2]rotaxanes. In order to evaluate the
polarizability at wavelengths near the electronic resonances
found experimentally at 820 nmswe used a recently
developed method that includes a finite lifetime of the
electronic excited states. The finite lifetime is expressed
by a common damping parameter (Γ ) 0.1 eV). The
details of the method are described elsewhere.59 All
calculations presented in this work were carried out with a
local version of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)
program package.60 We used the Becke-Perdew (BP86) XCpotential and a triple-ζ polarized slater-type (TZP) basis set
from the ADF library. In this set, the 1s core of N, O, C,
and F and the 1s-2p core of P and S were kept frozen.
The size of the bistable [2]rotaxane 24+ used in the
experiments was too large to perform a full-scale TDDFT
calculation. In addition, the exact structure of 24+ when
absorbed on the Au surface is unknown. To circumvent
these difficulties and to provide a qualitative model for
the frequency dependence of the polarizability ratio
between the two states, we modeled the interactions of
the CBPQT4+ ring with two recognition sites. The groundstate molecule was simplified to the CBPQT4+ ring at the
TTF site (CBPQT4+@TTF) plus the DNP unit. The
oxidized state was modeled as the ring at the DNP site
(CBPQT4+@DNP) plus the TTF2+ dication. The four PF6ligands were included in the calculations in order to
neutralize the ring component.
An absorption band centered at 820 nm was identified
(Figure 1a) when the ring was located at the TTF site, and
it disappeared when 24+ was oxidized. The absorption band
was caused by a charge-transfer (CT) excitation between the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the TTF and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the
CBPQT4+ ring (Figure 5a). Our TDDFT calculation is
consistent with prior work,61-63 and found the lowest
transition of the CBPQT4+@TTF complex to be at 0.75 eV
with an oscillator strength of 0.094. This result corresponds

to a transition from the HOMO of the TTF unit to the LUMO
of the CBPQT4+ ring, and the molecular orbitals are depicted
in Figure 5a. Experimentally, this transition was found at
1.51 eV (820 nm), indicating that TDDFT underestimates
the excitation energy by as much as 0.76 eV. It is well-known
that TDDFT underestimates CT excitations in weakly
interacting systems.64 Therefore, we calculated the polarizability of the TTF-CBPQT·4PF6 at energies around 0.75
eV and then offset it by 0.76 eV to match the experimentally
observed transition at 1.51 eV. Since there is only one
transition in this region (600-1000 nm), we can fit the
frequency dependence of the real part of the polarizability
using a one-oscillator Lorentz model,59 that is
RCBPQT@TTF(ω) ) R0 +

b2(ω02 - ω2)
(ω02 - ω2)2 + (2Γ)2ω2

(2)

On the basis of the fitting results, we found R0 ) 788.83
au and b ) 12.40 eV. For the ground-state bistable
rotaxanes, there is significant absorption (Figure 1a) in
the region of 600-1000 nm. On the other hand, for the
oxidized state, the CT band disappears and the absorption
in the region is rather small. Therefore, we assume that the
polarizability of the TTF-CBPQT·4PF6 complex is frequency dependent, and the rest of the system has a frequencyindependent polarizability. On the basis of this assumption,
the polarizability ratio of the two states of 24+ can be
expressed as
RCBPQT@DNP(0) + RTTF2+(0)
Rox
(ω) )
red
RCBPQT@TTF(ω) + RDNP(0)
R

(3)

Figure 5b is a plot of the calculated polarizability ratio as
a function of wavelength. The polarizability ratio had a
maximum value of 1.27, just blue of the CT transition at
772 nm. The minimum value of the polarizability ratio was
found to be 0.72, red of the CT transition at 877 nm. The
polarizability ratio close to the CT transition (820 nm) was
0.95. Using the Clausius-Mosotti equation65 and the refractive index of 24+ based on the calibration curve in Figure 4,
we established the polarizability ratio in terms of the
refractive indices

Figure 5. (a) The HOMO and LUMO for the TTF-CBPQT·4PF6 complex. The CT transition responsible for the absorption at 820 nm is
a result of a transition from the HOMO on TTF to the LUMO on CBPQT4+. (b) TDDFT-calculated polarizability ratio between the two
states of 24+ as a function of wavelength. The solid line is a fit to the calculated values using a one-oscillator Lorentz model.
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Rox ⁄ Rred ) [(nox2 - 1) ⁄ (nox2 + 2)][(nred2 + 2) ⁄
(nred - 1)] ) 1.24 (4)
2

The value of Rox/Rred agreed well with the TDDFT-calculated
maximum polarizability ratio (1.27). In addition, the calculated polarizability ratio (0.95) at the CT transition region
(820 nm) was also in good agreement with the experimental
results (Figure 2c) that showed no shift in the LSPR peak in
the CT transition region. The excellent match between
the two calculated results using two distinct methodssthe
TDDFT-based, microscopic model as compared with the
refractive index-based, macroscopic modelswas consistent
with our hypothesis on the device’s mechanism of operation.
Before bistable rotaxane-based active plasmonics can be
used in practical applications, it is important to quantify the
switching time of the molecules from one state to another.
Thus far, the switching kinetics of bistable [2]rotaxanes have
been studied in solution, in polymer matrices, and in selfassembled monolayers (SAMs).58,66 Although it was shown58
that the shuttling of CBPQT4+ from TTF2+ to DNP was too
fast to be measured experimentally, calculations using
Constrained Molecular Dynamics Simulation revealed that
the shuttling time was ∼10-7 s.67 On the other hand, the
shuttling of CBPQT4+ from the DNP site back to the neutral
TTF unit is much slower. Results from cyclic voltammetry
measurements showed58 that the lifetime of the metastablestate cocoformation of 24+ on a flat Au surface was 4.6 s at
293 K. More experimental and theoretical work will be
needed to achieve better fundamental understanding of the
molecular switching kinetics and to facilitate the design and
synthesis of bistable rotaxanes with faster switching speeds
and optimized optical properties.
In summary, we have demonstrated a molecular-level
active plasmonic device that can be operated by switching
the extinction properties of a bistable [2]rotaxane. The
reversible switching in the LSPR properties of Au nanodisk
arrays correlates with the chemically driven mechanical
switching observed for surface-bound bistable [2]rotaxane
molecules. This correlation was supported by control experiments and a TDDFT-based, microscopic model. The active
molecular plasmonic system demonstrated here differentiates
from the existing systems in the following aspects: (i) the
active component, namely, bistable rotaxane, is one of a
unique class of systems that can deliver controllable,
reversible mechanical motions at the molecular level; (ii)
the LSPR modulations observed here have been obtained
for the first time with a monolayer (<10 nm thickness) of
molecules, rather than from thin films or polymer matrices
(>50 nm thickness);28-31 and (iii) unlike some molecular
plasmonic systems that only function in solution,22,32-34 the
bistable rotaxanes operate after being immobilized onto solid
substrates.
Whenever a new application is demonstrated by bringing
together two systems at the interface from the top-down and
bottom-up, it is important to evaluate the scope of each
element. In this context, the structures and properties of the
wholly synthetic bistable rotaxanes can be customized and
optimized. The flexibility in chemical structure enables the
development of various bistable rotaxane-based molecular
F

switches that have prescribed optical properties and can be
switched by a range of external stimuli, i.e., chemical,
electrochemical, or photochemical.44 The latter two stimuli
are particularly promising because (i) the act of switching
is simple, (ii) the switching can take place without producing
chemical waste, and (iii) electricity or light can be used to
induce and to detect the molecular mechanical motions. We
believe that the chemically driven redox process can be
replaced with direct electrical or optical stimulation, a logical
development that would establish a technological basis for
the production of a new class of molecular-machine-based
active plasmonic components for solid-state nanophotonic
integrated circuits with the potential for low-energy and
ultrasmall operations.
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